Neuronal adaptation improves the recognition of temporal patterns in a grasshopper.
The recognition of the temporal structure of sound patterns by grasshopper males was investigated in behavioural experiments. Males were tested with short (165-335 ms) song models in which the characteristic subunit pattern of syllables and pauses was modified either at the beginning or at the end of the stimuli. The highly specific responses of the animals indicate that neuronal adaptation has a substantial influence on the detection of the pauses which are essential cues for the subunit structure: pauses were less likely detected shortly after the beginning of a song model than at later positions. Even adaptation in auditory neurons that was induced by unspecific stimulation (with unmodulated noise) facilitated the processing of sound envelopes. The effects of stimulus prolongation and introduction of pauses appeared to combine linearly, similar to the effects of introducing two pauses instead of a single one. In the responses to some song models large interindividual differences were observed. Comparison across stimuli and repeated testing of a smaller number of individuals indicated a considerable consistency of behavioural preferences. However, the data yielded no clear evidence for the existence of individually distinct processing types among males, that conceivably would focus on different features of the stimuli.